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Abstract

Background: In recent years, DNA barcoding has become an important tool for biologists to identify species and
understand their natural biodiversity. The complexity of barcode data makes it difficult to analyze quickly and
effectively. Manual classification of this data cannot keep up to the rate of increase of available data.

Results: In this study, we propose a new method for DNA barcode classification based on the distribution of nucleotides
within the sequence. By adding the covariance of nucleotides to the original natural vector, this augmented 18-dimensional
natural vector makes good use of the available information in the DNA sequence. The accurate classification
results we obtained demonstrate that this new 18-dimensional natural vector method, together with the random
forest classifier algorthm, can serve as a computationally efficient identification tool for DNA barcodes. We performed
phylogenetic analysis on the genus Megacollybia to validate our method. We also studied how effective our method
was in determining the genetic distance within and between species in our barcoding dataset.

Conclusions: The classification performs well on the fungi barcode dataset with high and robust accuracy. The reasonable
phylogenetic trees we obtained further validate our methods. This method is alignment-free and does not depend on any
model assumption, and it will become a powerful tool for classification and evolutionary analysis.

Keywords: DNA barcoding, Fungi species, Classification, Correlations between nucleotides, 18-dimensional natural vector,
Phylogenetic analysis

Background
The identification and phylogenetic analysis of living
species are crucial tasks for understanding natural bio-
diversity. Conventional taxonomy based on morpho-
logical and ecological data is often challenging work.
Not only does it require a highly experienced taxono-
mist, but also it is usually quite time consuming. More-
over, previous studies have revealed that traditional
phenotypic recognition of taxonomy may lead to mis-
identification [1]. Advancements in sequencing and
computational technologies enable the production of a
large number of DNA sequences in a very short time.
DNA genomes contain all genetic material of organisms,
and are becoming the major source of new information
for our understanding in evolutionary relationships [2].

However, the complexity and large size of genomes
make it inappropriate for distinguishing species rapidly.
In the last two decades, researchers have proposed using
the information from one or a few gene regions, termed
DNA barcodes, to easily discriminate species [1].
A DNA barcode is a standardized short fragment

(500–800 bp) of a DNA sequence that characterizes and
identifies the species of a specimen [3]. The gene region
must satisfy some properties. For example, the fragment
must contain significant species-level genetic diversity.
Specimens of the same species should have identical
fragments, but the fragments from specimens of differ-
ent species should differ. In addition, the fragment must
be adaptable and conserved with primer binding sites
allowing it to be readily for PCR amplification [4]. Sev-
eral studies have established and described the signifi-
cance of this approach for taxonomic work. DNA
barcoding has been developed with great success for
identifying groups of living species, including animal [5],
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plants [6], fungi [3], bacteria [7] and algea [8]. Conse-
quently, combining DNA barcoding with traditional
taxonomic tools could accurately and effectively reveal
biodiversity. Although researchers are trying to find a
suitable biomarker for the discrimination of all taxa, a
universal DNA barcode has not been found. The region
of mitochondrial gene cytochrome c oxidase (COI) [9]
can serve as a DNA barcode for most animal groups.
The internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region has been
recommended as the most appropriate DNA marker for
barcoding universal fungi [3, 10].
Global online workbenches have established databases

for DNA barcode records, such as the Consortium for
the Barcode of Life (CBOL, http://barcoding.si.edu) and
the Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD, http://
www.barcodinglife.org). Meanwhile, these databases are
freely available to researchers interested in DNA barcod-
ing. By comparing a DNA barcode sequence obtained
from an unidentified specimen with sequences from
known species in the reference database, we can deter-
mine the species or group of the new specimen. In
March 2018, the BOLD [11] contained more than 6 mil-
lion specimens with barcode records, belonging to over
277,013 species. This situation encourages us to deter-
mine the reliable assignment in an accurate and fast
manner.
Traditional barcoding methods are usually performed

by classical phylogenetic approaches, such as neighbor-
joining [12] and maximum parsimony [13]. Some statis-
tical models for data analysis have also been proposed,
such as sophisticated Bayesian [14], decision theory [15]
and some other approaches [16, 17]. These methods have
greatly contributed to DNA barcoding research. However,
a number of challenges remain, including proper choice of
the threshold and computational efficiency, as well as the
accuracy of classification. In this study, we investigate a
new alignment-free method for DNA barcoding. Our
focus is on performing this assignment task accurately
and efficiently.
In this work, we develop a new representation for char-

actering DNA sequence which is based on the distribution
on nucleotides within the sequence. To accomplish this,
we add the covariance of nucleotides to the original nat-
ural vector. As a result, the new 18-dimensional natural
vector makes good use of the available information in the
sequence. We used the fungi barcode dataset as the test
dataset, because we want to improve the relatively low ac-
curacy of fungi barcode classification in the previous stud-
ies [3, 18]. We also analyzed and evaluated the genetic
distance within and between species of barcoding dataset.
On one hand, the one-to-one correspondence between
DNA barcodes and their 18-dimensional vectors ensures
the barcoding sequence information is not lost. On the
other hand, because the difference between intraspecific

variation and interspecific variation is reflected in vector
distances, this method shows promise for it being used to
distinguish species and identify specimens into correct
species with higher accuracy and less time. Furthermore,
we also investigated the phylogenetic relationship between
species using fungi DNA barcode sequences.

Results
Convex hull analysis of DNA barcodes
The DNA barcodes dataset used in this study consisted
of 72844 barcode sequences from 25278 species. The
number of available barcode specimens differs greatly
across species. Please see the Methods section for fur-
ther details. For each barcode specimen, we first calcu-
lated the 18-dimensional natural vector to describe the
distribution of the four nucleotides within the barcode.
Then, for each fungi species we constructed the convex
hull in 18-dimensional space using the vectors corre-
sponding to the barcode specimens belonging to that
species. An analysis using linear programming analysis
showed there no two pairs of convex hulls intersected.
Our results indicate that barcode sequences with similar
distributions of the four nucleotides should be in the
same species. The results are also consistent with the
central law of molecular biology. In order to visualize
the results, we applied the linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) method for dimension reduction. LDA is a
method used to determine whether two groups are
linearly separable. The dimension of the natural vectors
was reduced from 18 to 2. We used the species which
contain the four largest number of barcode specimens to
demonstrate this property. Projections of the convex
hulls for these four species are shown in Fig. 1. We can
clearly see that the points representing the ITS region of
the same species in genome space are clustered, rather
than being broadly distributed. This suggests that as new
barcode specimens are included, their points will lie ap-
proximately within the convex hull of the points corre-
sponding to known species.

Classification performance
We examined the classification performance of the
18-dimensional natural vectors on barcode sequences.
After filtering the taxonomy information, we reserved
the sequences with completed information containing
class, order, family, genus as well as species taxonomy.
There are 72247 barcode sequences sourced from 24681
species, which could be divided into 1740 genera with
more than one species for each genus. Further detailed
information can be found in the Methods section. The
random forest algorithm was used to classify the se-
quences into the four taxonomic groups including class,
order, family, and genus. The accuracy of classification
was tested by predicting the barcodes in the dataset and
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comparing against their existing classification. The rea-
son we choose this classifier is that we could get an un-
biased estimate of the error during the generation
process instead of using another independent test data-
set. According to bagging algorithm, the optimal number
of trees could be observed by the out-of-bag error. Fig-
ure 2a shows the out-of-bag error with the increased
number of trees. We could observe the training and test
error quickly decrease with five sample trees and tend to
level off after twenty trees have been fit. Thus, we used
both five and twenty sample trees for this classification.
The accuracy of five sample trees for class, order, family
and genus was 98.6, 98.27, 98.07 and 97.73%, respect-
ively. The classification results were more accurate with
twenty sample trees. The average accuracy for class,

order, family and genus was 99.3, 99.96, 99.97 and
99.96%, respectively. On the other hand, we drew the
ROC curves for the classification results of class, order,
family and genus shown in Fig. 3a. The detailed steps for
ROC curves can be found in Methods section. In this
figure, we can see the areas under ROC curves repre-
sented by results obtained using the random forest algo-
rithm achieve more than 0.98.
Although the distribution of barcodes specimens for

different species is uneven, we want to explore the per-
formance of identifying barcode sequences into species
using natural vectors. After recognizing and removing
the species with only one barcode, we were left with
56392 sequences from the original dataset. The 56392
barcodes belong to 8826 species and 1465 genera, as

Fig. 1 Convex hulls of pairs of species after dimension reduction by LDA method. In each of figures (a, b, c and d), the convex hulls of the species
(represented by red points) have no intersection with those represented by the blue points. a Red points: Letharia sp. SA2008b (260 points), blue points:
Diplodia seriata (204 points). b Red points: Letharia sp. SA2008b (260 points), blue points: Tuber melanosporum (189 points). c Red points: Diplodia seriata
(204 points), blue points: Tuber melanosporum (189 points). d Red points: Letharia sp. SA2008b (260 points), blue points: Aureobasidium pullulans (167 points)
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Fig. 2 Out-of-bag error for the bagging algorithm on two datasets used in this study. a Out-of-bag error with the increased number of sample
trees on 72247 barcode sequences dataset. b Out-of-bag error with the increased number of sample trees on 56392 barcode sequences dataset
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Fig. 3 ROC curves for the classification results on two datasets used in this study. a ROC curves for the classification results of class, order, family
and genus on 72247 barcode sequences dataset. b ROC curves for the classification results of class, order, family, genus and species on 56392
barcode sequences dataset
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well as 349 families, 107 orders and 30 classes. We eval-
uated the assignment in the similar way as described
above. The out-of-bag error calculated in this dataset is
shown in Fig. 2b. We selected five and twenty sample
trees to compute the identification. The prediction ac-
curacy was 96.87 and 99.91% respectively for species as-
signment with different number (five and twenty) of
sample trees. In addition, we studied the efficacy at
higher taxonomic levels. The calculated error rates of
higher taxonomic groups are about 0.2–0.5% using ran-
dom forest classifier with twenty sample trees. We also
drew the ROC curves for the classification results of
class, order, family, genus and species shown in Fig. 3b.
In this figure, the areas under ROC curves achieve more
than 0.99. Consequently, these results indicate the ITS
region is a suitable barcode for species and also for
higher taxonomic levels. Moreover, our classification
success demonstrates that the new 18-dimensional nat-
ural vector representation method together with the ran-
dom forest classifier algorithm can serve as an effective
identification tool for DNA barcodes.

Genetic distance and statistical analysis
We next checked whether the new natural vector represen-
tation reflects differences in genetic distance. One significant
property of barcodes is the barcode gap [3]. The interspecific
variation (between species) should be clearly and preferably
significantly greater than the intraspecific variation (within
species). We performed analyses using genus Megacollybia
and family Massarinaceae as examples. After computing
18-dimensional natural vectors for each species in the genus
Megacollybia, the Euclidean distance was used to calculate
intraspecific differences, as well as interspecific differences. A
graphical representation using a histogram of distance distri-
bution results is shown in Fig. 4a. On one hand, we could
observe the clear gap between mean intraspecific distance
(5.02) and mean interspecific distance (55.84). On the other
hand, intraspecific distances of most species are much
smaller than the mean interspecific distance and vice versa.
In addition to this, we also studied the distance variability at
the genus level. The significant barcode gap between intra-
genus distance and intergenus distance that was found, is
shown in Fig. 4b. As we can see from Fig. 4b, most of inter-
genus distances are much larger than the mean intragenus
distance (307.89). The genus Megacollybia and family Mas-
sarinaceae are the two examples which show the barcode
gap most clearly. We have added Additional file 1: Figures
S1-S6 to the additional file which show more barcode gap
examples. These analyses confirm the potential of the ITS re-
gion for barcoding fungi on different taxonomic levels.

Phylogenetic analysis on DNA barcodes for species
Furthermore, we performed phylogenetic analysis using
DNA barcodes to demonstrate the validation of our

method. For the above genus Megacollybia, we com-
puted the Euclidean Distance between pairs of sequences
after calculating the 18-dimensional natural vector for
each barcode. We then performed the single linkage al-
gorithm [19] to reconstruct the phylogeny shown in
Fig. 5. The phylogeny for sequences within the same
species is shown in the same color. From the phylogen-
etic tree, we can see that nearly all the sequences from
the same species cluster together to the same clades, ex-
cept for two sequences from Megacollybia platyphylla.
The two sequences Megacollybia platyphylla 10 and
Megacollybia platyphylla 18 do not group with the other
barcode specimens in Megacollybia platyphylla. To bet-
ter explore and understand this situation, we recon-
structed the evolutionary relationship of the 26 barcodes
from Megacollybia platyphylla as shown in Fig. 6. We
found that the two sequences are at the basis of other 24
barcodes, and we marked them with stars. We calculated
the length and GC content of the 26 barcode sequences.
The length of the other 24 barcodes are around 657.
The other two sequences are significant longer than
them. In addition, the two sequences also have higher
GC content than the other. This may the reason that the
two barcodes are not in the same clade as the other se-
quences in the phylogenetic tree. Overall, the reason-
ableness of the phylogenetic trees confirms that our
methods applied on this dataset are convincing.

Discussion
Comparison with other methods
We applied the 18-dimensional and 12-dimensional nat-
ural vector methods on the genus Pachyphloeus consist-
ing of 12 species in the barcode dataset. In this genus,
there are 8 species containing only one sequence and
the other 4 species are comprised of 2, 3, 10, 13 se-
quences, respectively. The phylogenetic trees con-
structed by the 12-dimensional natural vector and
18-dimensional natural vector methods are shown in
Additional file 1: Figure S7 and Figure S8.
In Additional file 1: Figure S7, the three sequences in spe-

cies Pachyphloeus marroninus colored orange are not clus-
tered together. Sequence Pachyphloeus marroninus 3 is
wrongly clustered closer to Pachyphloeus melanoxanthus 2
than the other two sequences in the species Pachyphloeus
marroninus. By contrast, using the 18-dimensional natural
vector method, we find that Pachyphloeus marroninus 3 is
classified near the other sequences belonging to the same
species shown in Additional file 1: Figure S8. This shows
that the 18-dimensional natural vector method performs
better than the 12-dimensional natural vector method in
phylogenetic analysis.
On the other hand, we also tested the commonly used

multiple sequence alignment method and the k-mer
method on the same genus. The phylogenetic trees are
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Fig. 4 Barcode gap analyses for the genus Megacollybia and the family Massarinaceae using distance histograms. a Histograms display the intraspecific
variation in green and the interspecific variation in blue for the genus Megacollybia. b Histograms display the intragenus variation in green and the
intergenus variation in blue for the family Massarinaceae
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shown in Additional file 1: Figures S9 and S10. For the
largest species Pachyphloeus sp., neither multiple se-
quence alignment nor the k-mer method performed well
because the barcodes from this species do not cluster to-
gether and instead cluster with other species’ barcodes.
We marked the wrongly clustered sequences with stars
in Additional file 1: Figure S9 and S10. Comparing with
Additional file 1: Figure S8, we can see that the results
of our 18-dimensional natural vector method outper-
form that two methods. In addition, the 18-dimensional
natural vector method is alignment-free and the compu-
tation time is much shorter than multiple alignment

method. In conclusion, the new natural method can per-
form phylogenetic analysis more precisely and quickly.

Significance for the four features in 18-dimensional
natural vector
The 18-dimensional natural vector of a sequence con-
tains four kinds of features including the numbers, the
mean positions and the normalized variations of the four
kinds of nucleotides as well as the covariance between
different nucleotides. The four features are significant
and integral of the 18-dimensional natural vector. In
order to check which features are more important, we

Fig. 5 Phylogenetic tree for the genus Megacollybia. The tree was constructed using single linkage algorithm with the 18-dimensional natural
vector method. Different colors were allocated to represent different species
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carried out the following process. First of all, we tried
deleting one of the four features of 18-dimensional nat-
ural vector. We then used the other three features to
represent the sequence and perform phylogenetic ana-
lysis on the same dataset. The four trees are shown in
Additional file 1: Figure S11-S14 in the additional file.
By comparing these four trees with that of
18-dimensional natural vector method (Additional file 1:
Figure S8), we analyzed the importance of each feature.

Among these four trees below, the first and second trees
differ more from the tree constructed using the
18-dimensional natural vector than the third and fourth
trees. We marked the mixed-up clades with stars in
phylogenetic trees shown in Additional file 1: Figure S11
and S12. Although the clades in Additional file 1: Figure
S13 and S14 are not as good with that of Additional file
1: Figure S8, these two trees are better than the tress in
Additional file 1: Figure S11 and S12. This implies that

Fig. 6 Phylogenetic tree for the species Megacollybia platyphylla. The tree was constructed using single linkage algorithm with the 18-
dimensional natural vector method. The two special sequences are marked with red and green, and the lengths of barcode sequences are
also shown
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the number and mean position features are more im-
portant than the normalized variation and covariance
features. On the other hand, the orders of magnitudes of
number and mean position features are about 10^2,
while the normalized variation and covariance features
are about 10^1.This makes the number and mean pos-
ition features become dominant in the Euclidean dis-
tance between vectors in this study.

Conclusions
In this study, we present a new method for DNA bar-
code classification based on the distribution on nucleo-
tides. We consider the statistical information containing
the numbers, mean positions, moments and correlations
between nucleotides. These features are used to
characterize a DNA sequence, forming an
18-dimensional natural vector. Our method has the fol-
lowing main advantages: (1) It contains nearly all im-
portant information within a sequence. (2) The mapping
between a DNA barcode and its 18-dimensional vector
is one-to-one. (3) The covariance measures the correla-
tions between the four nucleotides. We treat the Euclid-
ean distance between the vectors as the similarity
metric. We then examine the classification performance
for class, order, family, genus as well as species tax-
onomy by applying the 18-dimensional natural vector
method to barcode sequences. Furthermore, further tests
on barcode gap analysis and phylogenetic analysis are
used to validate the method. The highly accurate results
and computationally efficient algorithm provide us a
new quantitative way of identifying and analyzing evolu-
tionary relationships among species based on DNA bar-
codes in molecular biological study.

Methods
Datasets
The dataset used in this study is downloaded from the
Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD, http://www.barco-
dinglife.org). The origin dataset contains a total of
88,650 barcodes from 28,058 fungi species. We remove
some sequences without fully taxonomic information
and preserve the dataset pertaining to ITS region of
fungi. There are 72,844 barcodes sourced from 25,278
different species with completed taxonomy information
would be analyzed in this study. The current classifica-
tion scheme for fungi is used in this dataset, in which
the taxonomic classification could be split into 38 clas-
ses, 135 orders, 448 families and 2337 genera. We first
verified the convex hull principle by analyzing these
72,844 barcodes. The distribution of sequences into dif-
ferent species is uneven. Among these 2327 genera, 597
genera have only one barcode member. Except for these
597 sequences, the other 72,247 sequences belong to
24,681 species, 1740 genera, 382 families, 117 orders

and 33 classes, which are used for further classification
analysis in this study.

Features of natural vector
Let S = (s1, s2, s3,⋯, sN) be a nucleotide sequence of
length N, where si ∈ {A,C,G,T}, i = 1, 2, 3, ⋯N.
Firstly, we define indicator functions for four nucleo-

tides. For a nucleotide k, define

wk sið Þ ¼ 1; if k appears at the ith position of the sequence:
0; if k doesn0t appear at the ith position of the sequence:

!

We then calculate three features nk, μk and Dk
2 to de-

scribe the number of nucleotide k, and the mean pos-
ition of nucleotide k as well as the normalized variation
of the position for nucleotide k appearing in sequence S,
respectively. The features are defined as follows:

nk ¼
XN

i¼1
wk sið Þ; μk ¼

PN
i¼1i∙wk sið Þ

nk
;Dk

2

¼
XN

i¼1

i−μk
" #2wk sið Þ

nkN
;

where k represents the four nucleotides.

Covariance between nucleotides
For two finite point sets: A = {a1, a2,…, an}, B = {b1, b2,
…, bm} in R,which satisfy a1 < a2 <… < an and b1 < b2 <
… < bm, the covariance of the two sets A and B can be
calculated in two cases. If m = n, we define

Cov A;Bð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1
ai−μAð Þ bi−μBð Þ=n;

where μA ¼
Pn

i¼1ai=n; μB ¼
Pm

i¼1bi=m: If m ≠ n, assume
that m > n. Then the covariance between A and any n
values in B is computed and take the average of these
Cn

m results as the final covariance Cov(A, B) between the
two point sets.
We could compute the covariance of any pair of nu-

cleotides k1 and k2 for a sequence S of length N. Assume
that position of k1 appeared in the sequence S is A = {a1,
a2,⋯, an}, the position of k2 is B = {b1, b2,⋯, bm}. Then
the covariance formula of k1 and k2 is defined as

Cov k1; k2ð Þ ¼ Cov A;Bð Þ=N :

It is obvious that when k1 = k2, the corresponding for-
mula should be the

Cov k1; k2ð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

ai−μAð Þ ai−μAð Þ
n $ N

¼
Xn

i¼1

ai−μAð Þ2

n $ N
¼ Dk1

2 :

The formula above reflects the variance of the position
of nucleotides.
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We consider the sequence S = ACGTAC as an ex-
ample. Based on μA = 3, μC = 4 and the positions of
amino acids A = {1, 5} and C = {2, 6} in the sequence, we
get Cov(A,C) = [(1 − 3)(2 − 4)/2 + (5 − 3)(6 − 4)/2]/6 = 2/3.
The other covariance could also be calculated in the
same way.

A novel 18-dimensional natural vector with covariance
After we get the covariance for the pairs of nucleotides,
we add the covariance to the original natural vector of
the sequence S. The number of pairs of nucleotides is
C2

4 ¼ 6 . Thus, the natural vector with covariance of a
nucleotide sequences S is given as follows:

ðnA; nC ;⋯; nT ; μA; μC ;⋯; μT ;D
A
2 ;D

C
2 ;⋯;DT

2 ;Cov
A;Cð Þ=N ;Cov A;Gð Þ=N ;⋯Cov G;Tð Þ=NÞ:

In this study, we utilized the novel 18-dimensional nat-
ural vector with covariance to analyze DNA barcodes.
This method is alignment-free and does not depend on
any assumptions.

Convex hull
In computational geometry, a convex hull is the smallest
convex set containing the points. The points can be in
high dimensional space. In this study, we classify DNA
barcodes into different species based on the correspond-
ing disjoint convex hulls of 18-dimensional natural vec-
tors of the sequences. Because of the extensive
computational time required to directly compute convex
hulls in high dimensional spaces, instead of comparing
convex hulls directly, we utilized the following method
to test whether two high-dimensional convex hulls con-
structed by two point sets disjoint.

Linear programming approach
Assume two point sets A = {a1, a2,⋯, an} and B = {b1, b2,
⋯, bm} in Rk space, the method is to compute whether
there are two groups of coefficients λi and μj, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ j ≤m, such that the following equation holds:Pn

i¼1λiai ¼
Pm

j¼1μ jb j , here 0≤λi; μ j≤1;
Pn

i¼1λi ¼ 1 ;
Pm

j¼1μ j ¼ 1
We use the linear programming approach to check if

there are two groups of coefficients that satisfy the con-
ditions. If the coefficients exist, then the two convex
hulls of the two point sets have interactions, otherwise,
the two convex hulls are disjoint [20].

Linear discriminant analysis
The linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is a generalization
of Fisher’s linear discriminant. If two groups are linearly
separable, we can use linear discriminant analysis. Linear
separable suggests that the groups can be separated by a

linear combination of features [21]. This means the two
convex hulls of the two point sets have no interaction.
Assume the original data A is partitioned into k classes

as A = {Π1,⋯Πk} with a set of features x!, where the ith
class Πi contains ni points and

Pk
i¼1ni ¼ n . We try to

find a projection matrix to separate two point sets in
low dimension where y ¼ WT x! . In the discriminant
analysis, two scatter matrices, called with-class (Sω) and
between-class (Sb) matrices, are defined to quantify the
quality of the cluster as follows:

Sω ¼
Xk

i¼1

X
x
x−mið Þ x−mið ÞT ;

Sb ¼
Xk

i¼1
ni m−mið Þ m−mið ÞT ;

where mi ¼ 1
ni

P
x∈Π i

x is the mean of the ith class, and

m ¼ 1
n

Pk
i¼1

P
x∈Π i

x is the global mean.

It is easy to verify that traceðSTω Þ measures the close-
ness of the vectors within the classes, while traceðSTb Þ
measures the separation between classes. In the
low-dimensional space resulting from the linear trans-
formation W, the within-class and between-class matri-
ces become SLb ¼ WTSbW , and SLω ¼ WTSωW . An
optimal transformation W would maximize traceðSTb Þ
and minimize traceðSTωÞ. Common optimizations in clas-
sical discriminant analysis include:

max
W

trace STω
" #−1

STb
n o

and min
W

trace STb
" #−1

STω
n o

:

The solution can be obtained by applying an
eigen-decomposition to the matrix S−1ω Sb, if Sω or S−1b Sω

is nonsingular. The reduced dimension by LDA is from

one to k − 1.

Random forest
A random forest [22] is a classifier consisting of a collec-
tion of tree-structured classifiers {h(x, θk), k = 1, 2,…},
where the {θk} are independent identically distributed
random vectors and each tree casts a unit vote for the
most popular class at input x. Specifically, for the kth
tree, a random vector θk is generated independent of the
past random vectors θ1, …, θk − 1 but with the same dis-
tribution. The tree is grown using the training set and
θk, resulting in a classifier h(x, θk) where x is an input
vector. After a large number of trees is generated, they
vote for the most popular class. These procedures are
called random forests. Bagging algorithm used in ran-
dom forest helps us improve the stability and accuracy
in statistical classification. Out-of-bag error is a value to
measure the prediction error rate of bagging algorithm
on training dataset in random forest method. It’s can be
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empirical proved as an unbiased estimation for using a
test set of the same size as the training set.

ROC curve
In this study, the ROC curves are drawn by the following
steps. Assume that all the samples belong to M classes.
Given the number of tree parameter k in random forest
algorithm, each time one class is considered as positive
and the others are regarded as negative. We compute
four values for M times as follows: (1) the true positive
(TP): Number of positive samples predicted correctly;
(2) the true negative (TN): Number of negative samples
predicted correctly; (3) the false negative (FN): Number
of positive samples predicted incorrectly; (4) the false
positive (FP): Number of negative samples predicted in-
correctly. Then the average of the true positive rate TPR
= TP/(TP + FN) and the false positive rate FPR = FP/(FP
+ TN) for all the M classes are calculated. The ROC
curve plots TPR as a function of FPR when k varies. The
AUC value representing the area under the ROC curve
(above the x-axis) is calculated by the “trapz” function in
Matlab software.

Additional file

Additional file 1: Figure S1. Barcode gap analyses for the family
Leotiaceae using distance histograms. Histograms display the intragenus
variation in green and the intergenus variation in blue for the family
Leotiaceae. Figure S2. Barcode gap analyses for the family Microascaceae
using distance histograms. Histograms display the intragenus variation in
green and the intergenus variation in blue for the family Microascaceae.
Figure S3. Barcode gap analyses for the family Sarcoscyphaceae using
distance histograms. Histograms display the intragenus variation in green
and the intergenus variation in blue for the family Sarcoscyphaceae.
Figure S4. Barcode gap analyses for the genus Epulorhiza using distance
histograms. Histograms display the intraspecific variation in green and
the interspecific variation in blue for the genus Epulorhiza. Figure S5.
Barcode gap analyses for the genus Eremothecium using distance
histograms. Histograms display the intraspecific variation in green and
the interspecific variation in blue for the genus Eremothecium. Figure S6.
Barcode gap analyses for the genus Fomitiporia using distance
histograms. Histograms display the intraspecific variation in green and
the interspecific variation in blue for the genus Fomitiporia. Figure S7.
Phylogenetic tree for the genus Pachyphloeus with the 12-dimensional
natural vector method. Figure S8. Phylogenetic tree for the genus
Pachyphloeus with the 18-dimensional natural vector method. Figure S9.
Phylogenetic tree for the genus Pachyphloeus with the multiple align-
ment method. Figure S10. Phylogenetic tree for the genus Pachyphloeus
with the k-mer method (k = 5). Figure S11. Phylogenetic tree for the
genus Pachyphloeus with the 14-dimensional natural vector without num-
ber feature. Figure S12. Phylogenetic tree for the genus Pachyphloeus
with the 14-dimensional natural vector without mean position feature.
Figure S13. Phylogenetic tree for the genus Pachyphloeus with the 14-
dimensional natural vector without normalized variation feature. Figure
S14. Phylogenetic tree for the genus Pachyphloeus with the 12-dimensional
natural vector without covariance feature. (DOCX 2782 kb)
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